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1. There have been no defined truths to how man came about and how we have evolved. 

2. Religion claims it to be the work of the divine, science claims we arose from animal 
and both are correct. 

3. Lucifer ask god “For a peoples to show thy grace and his beauty - Liber Revealing 
book 2 verse 8” so in fact Lucifer created man however we were not man yet. 

4. Man came about by evolution from animal as science proves. 

5. Our evolution is on going and is by far not complete. Until we reach our Carnal selves 
on a natural basis the process of evolution is at a stand still and what we believe is 
evolution has really been education. 

6. Forced evolution has actually lead to humanities spiritual slumber humanity is in and 
in doing so has caused humans to un-evolve. 

7. If we are to achieve Asar-Un-Nefer we must allow ourselves to revert to our previous 
self so that evolution can continue what has begun. 

8. Asar-Un-Nefer is to allow mans “true” will and divine self to merge on the physical 
plane of existence and become the one mind or godform. To even attempt this, is and 
should be considered “The Great Work”. 

9. And man in his divine form will rise up from the ashes and profess to all “My will be 
done” and all shall listen. 

10. For we are the choosen ones, and in our glory shall the weak kneel before our majesty 
and shall the strong stand beside us. For the weak ones are of the blood of the false 
prophet and of lies and will be cast abroad far from our eyes. 

11. Lest our evolution shall become known and the weak shall try to pervert us but we 
must stand strong, hand in hand, heart in heart and side by side.


